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"Nothing tastes as good as
skinny feels."
This common pro-anorexia
slogan was printed inside Jonathon Adler planners and calendars for sale at the Stag Spirit
Shop.
Vice President of Student Affairs Jim Fitzpatrick was unaware
of the quote on the shelves - and
it was not easy to locate because
it was printed on the inside of the
planner under the January tab. It
was not boldly displayed on the
cover, but was the quote for the
month of January 2013.
The quote originated from
model Kate Moss and is commonly associated with pro-anorexia sites and organizations.
Moss came under much heat for
promoting the slogan because
she is such a familiar face in the
fashion industry and is a role
model to young girls across the
country.
ANOREXIA DEFINED

The Reflection ofFairfield

on the planners and calendars in the bookstore
promotes being thin as a
superior body type and
Weihs explained that,
"Eating Disorders are
usually more prevalent in
highly industrialized societies, in which there is an
abundance of food and in
which, for females, being
considered attractive is
linked to being thin."
STUDENTS REACT
Senior Julie Labbadia was the first person
to discover the planner
in the on-campus bookstore. Labbadia made a
trip to the bookstore on a
day in late August looking
for a planner and was surprised by what she saw.
"I
was
flipping
through the planners and
I saw it and just thought it

' Independent Student Newspaper of Fairfield University

Planner
pulled
from
campus
bookstore
BY MOLLY LEIDIG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

was wrong. I feel that the
bookstore selling something like that is promoting eating disorders like
they're OK. I personally
would rather eat food that
tastes good than be stick
thin," said Labbadia.
Labbadia posted a
photo of the quote to her
Facebook and received 32
"likes" and 15 comments,
mostly from Fairfield University students.
Senior
Samantha
Goodnow found out about
the planner through Labbadia's Facebook post.
Goodnow said: "I have
seen that exact quote
online on Pinterest and
other places for weight
loss motivation, but I personally think the quote
goes beyond supporting
a healthy lifestyle. There
is a difference between
losing weight the healthy
way and starving yourself,

Phyllis L. Weihs, M.S., a
counselor in the Fairfield University Psychological Services, believes that eating disorders are no
joking matter. Weihs explained:
"According to the DSM IV, Eating
disorders are characterized by
two specific diagnoses. Anorexia
Nervosa, is the refusal of an individual to maintain a normal
body weight, is intensely afraid
of gaining weight and exhibits
a significant disturbance in the
perception of his or her body
and in females the absence
of at least three consecutive
menstrual cycles."
Weihs continued to explain the second most common diagnosis, "Bulimia
Nervosa, is characterized by
repeated episodes of binge
eating followed by inappropriate
compensatory
behaviors such as self induced vomiting; misuse of
laxatives, diuretics or other medications; fasting
or excessive exercise."
The quote printed

and I think the quote printed in
the agenda isn't a positive form
of motivation."
Senior Dan Bruno offered
the male perspective. "When I
first saw the planner, I was surprised," he said. "No wonder college students have issues."
However, the Fairfield University bookstore was unaware
that they were even selling such
content until Tuesday afternoon.
Fitzpatrick said that he thinks the
quotation is "extremely offensive
to someone who either is dealing
with an eating disorder or has a
friend or a family member that is
dealing with an eating disorder
and it is not something that I take
lightly."
ADMINISTRATION SUPPORTS
STUDENTS
As soon as Fitzpatrick got
wind of the situation, he immediately went to the on-campus
bookstore and walked through
with two managers and could not
find any of the content. He then
drove to the downtown bookstore
and he again had no luck finding
any of the offensive material.
Once Fitzpatrick was approached by The Mirror and
shown the planners and calendars that were still being sold in
the bookstore, he was shocked
and went directly to the bookstore to remove any remaining
planners and calendars.
Fitzpatrick is planning
on approaching the Follett Corporation, the distributor of the planner, so
that they are made aware
of the content being sold.
Over 900 schools use Follett as a provider, so the
discontent from Fairfield
University could have a
huge impact on schools
around the country.
"In all my years of
working with Follett,
I'm pretty sure this is
KOVERSY | PAGE 5

Entering the new portal of Fairfield
BY NICOLETTA RICHARDSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

If you've tried logging onto
your Fairfield email in the past few
weeks, you'll notice that there's a
new login page with a picture of
Fairfield University as the backdrop. That's not the only thing
that will be changing.
As a matter of fact, StagWeb is
being entirely replaced by a new
portal.
The Computing and Network
Services staffs, along with a com-

mittee of faculty, staff and students, have been working on the
idea of a new portal since 2010
and started developing it in April
2011.
The new portal, called
my.Fairfield, became available for
students to preview at the beginning of the fall semester.
"The new portal is designed
to act as a single sign-on system
for the different University resources," said Omar Munshi '13,
a senior technician at Fairfield
University Computing and Network Services.
"For example,

Blackboard, Mentor and even the
student Gmail. It is designed to
eventually replace StagWeb."
StagWeb is based on a decade-old platform, so the new
portal will provide a user with a
new design and a number of new
services, such as a single sign-on
to applications such as Blackboard and Mentor.
"A more integrated approach
for including content from Banner (registration, personal information, etc.) is also possible
because of the new design," said

a.

The new portal
is designed to act
as a single sign-on
sysytem for the
different University
resources."
-Omar Munshi '13
Michael Graham-Cornell, Director of Computing and Network
Services. "Other capabilities will

be explored over the next couple
of years."
These "capabilities" include
targeted messaging, mobile content on smart phones and tablets,
and community information for
schools, colleges, clubs and organizations, according to GrahamCornell.
The old StagWeb has been
around for about 15 years, said
Graham-Cornell. The feedback
that was received from the cam-
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Stags are celebrating the
new season in style.
P Photos by Nick DiFazio

BY COURTNEY TODD
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Chilly mornings, hot afternoons, lattes
turn from iced to hot. It's that awkward time
ofyear where summer has come to a close,
but it's notfall quite yet. As the sunset gets
earlier and earlier and workloads become
heavier and heavier, students have less
leisure time and have to spend more time in
the library.
Safe to say, you can break out that scarf
orfavorite sweater, but don't put up those
Halloween decorations just yet.
So, in these lastfew days of warmth
before the sun angle starts to give us that autumn feel, spend a day at the beach or doing
something outdoors before it's too late. It'll
be Thanksgiving before you know it!
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Palomba and her outreach group from "Jane Doe No More" with Fairfield representatives conduct a panel addressing matters about sexual assault both on and off campus.

"Jane Doe No More" addresses sexual assault
BY EMMA DIGIOVINE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Break stigmas. End silence.
These are the actions, advised by Jane Doe No More
founder Donna Palomba, that
will help improve the way our
society responds to victims of
sexual assault.
Palomba spoke to Fairfield
students about her goals regarding sexual assault last Thursday
in the Gonzaga Auditorium.
Jane Doe No More, a nonprofit organization, was established by Palomba in 2007. It
aims to affect the way in which

communities and individuals
deal with and respond to victims
of sexual assault. A victim of assault herself, Palomba and her
team came to campus to speak
on the prevalence and danger involved in this crime.
College students often think
that they will never become victims of sexual assault. Yet every
two minutes, someone is sexually
assaulted, according to Palomba.
The young women told their
horrific stories and stressed the
importance of raising your voice
should you ever become a victim.
Kristen Palmer, one of the

three speakers, took several years
to speak to anyone about her as-

Becauseofmy
voice, I have saved
many other women.
-Kristen Palmer,
"Jane Doe No
More" Speaker
sault. After she spoke about it, 11
other women stepped forward.
Her perpetuator is now facing 27
years behind bars.

"Because of my voice, I have
saved many other women," said
Palmer of the incident.
Kate, another speaker, advised students to be more aware
of their online presence and limit
the amount of information they
give. She was targeted through
Myspace.
"Please be careful with what
you put on there because sexual
predators don't stop looking,"
said Kate.
The panel at the presentation
educated the audience about the
areas around campus that provide assistance to those who are
victims of sexual assault, or who

simply want to talk about the issue.
The Health Center, located
in Dolan Hall, is open Monday
to Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays. There
is a women's health clinic that
is available by appointment on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2
p.m. to 4 pm and is located in the
Health Center.
The Fairfield Counseling and
Psychological Services, also located in the Health Center, are
open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
PALOMBA
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This Weeks Edition:
The Swing States
BY CONNOR KELLEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With the Democratic National Convention wrapped up
as of Sept. 6, the Romney and
Obama campaigns are putting
on a full court press in order
to gain support
from the undecided
voters
that
still

make up a large chunk of the
American electorate.
However, we haven't seen
much of the campaign swooning here in Connecticut, or New
England in general, because the
electoral votes of the region are
generally believed to be a lock for
President Obama.
States where the
majority of campaign
funds and energies
are being directed
where poll numbers indicate a
race that is too
close to call for either Mitt Romney
or Barack Obama
are generally referred to as the
swing states.
Comparative
to the 2008 presidential
election,
there are many more
swing states in play that
both candidates have an opportunity to win. When asked
what more battle ground states
will do for the presidential race
Phil Pallone '15 said, "It adds
a whole new dynamic to the
race. Attention is being given
to states we aren't normally accustomed to hearing about this
late, and it's exciting to watch."
Once again Ohio, Michigan, Florida, Iowa, and
Pennsylvania are key

players in the campaign but the
spotlight is also being placed on
relative newcomers to the battleground arena such as Virginia,
North Carolina, and Wisconsin. One new dynamic is that all
of these states were carried by
Obama in 2008. If Romney can
turn enough of these states red,
he can claim the presidency.
This job will be a little easier
in North Carolina considering
it is a state that leans Republican and is currently at odds with
President Obama's position of
endorsing gay marriage, after a
voter initiative banned same sex
marriage in the state in May.
The two Republican leaning
states of Virginia and Florida will
be a little harder for Romney to
win over. Currently both states'
polls are making it too close to
call and in Florida many retirees
are not in favor of a budget that
Romney's running mate Paul
Ryan penned, which will essentially turn Medicare into a privatized "voucher program."
Junior Zachary Albert explained why retirees are weary of
this plan saying, "Many seniors
would rather see Medicare stay
the way it is because they fear
a change would create a rise in
their overall health care costs."
After these three states the
battle becomes even more of an
uphill climb for Romney. As of
Sunday the polls show that only

Iowa and Paul Ryan's home state
of Wisconsin do not lean toward
Obama but remain too close to
call. Wisconsin also remains a
problem for Romney due to voter
disputes with the current Republican governor Scott Walker over
his attempts to strip labor unions
of their collective bargaining
rights. This issue was
made more com
plicated when a
Wisconsin judge
struck down
the attempted measures
last Friday.
With
so
much
uncertainty
building up,
this puts more
and more emphasis on the
importance of
the 18 electoral
votes of Ohio. It's
becoming
more
apparent that Rom
ney needs Ohio in order to deny President
Obama another four-year
term. Unfortunately for Romr
ney, President Obama appears
to be in the driver's seat with
a five-point lead in the polls
with the help of a post
Democratic
National
Convention "bump."
"Romney ap-

pears to be losing ground as of
late," stated Albert, "but he still
has time to make his final case to
the American public in the upcoming presidential debates. It's
going to get very interesting."
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Mirror Picks
of the Week!

Campus Crime Beat
leave campus, both individuals were spotted entering campus and fled to Osbourne Hill Road. Student
Conduct has received a referral for the incidents.

Tuesday, September 11

3:15p.m. - Students were asked to leave Lessing Field
for loitering outside of the posted hours of operation. Saturday, September 15
12:47 a.m. - A female student left her taxi from New
Haven without paying. She was identified immedi12:45 p.m. - $200 of property was taken from an of- ately, paid the cab restitution and was referred to
fice in the Walsh Athletic Center, including an iPod Student Conduct.
nano and two NCAA Soccer Championship medals.
1:48 a.m.- Public urination led DPS to identify an unregistered guest holding an open beer. The student
Friday, September 14
host was found and referred to Student Conduct.
1:44 a.m. -A young lady attempted to enter the driver's seat of a DPS patrol car. She admitted to being 1:58 a.m. - DPS responded to a report of a student
a student after Fairfield Police were to arrest her for vomitting in the Quad between Regis and Jogues
trespassing. Student Conduct has received a refer- halls.
ral.
4:54 a.m. - Two students and two non-students were
9:15 a.m. - An iPod was reported stolen from a car found to be in possession of marijuana in the Jogues
parked in the Jogues lot. Later, at 1:37 p.m., a nearby Hall parking lot. Fairfield Police made one arrest and
car had been found to be rummaged through. A sus- two were referred to Student Conduct.
pect has been identified, but DPS believes that other
cars may have been broken into. Students are en- Sunday, September 16
couraged to contact DPS if they have information.
12:17 a.m. - A criminal trespass warning was issued
4:28 p.m. - A grey Specialized bike was reported sto- to two non-students found on campus with bottles
of vodka.
len from the Townhouses.
Thursday, September 13

11:52 p.m. - An unregistered guest and a student 4:14 p.m. - A magnetic Barack Obama campaign
near the Townhouses gave questioning DPS officers sticker was reported stolen from a car bumper.
false information. Later, after the guest was asked to

Thursday, September 20
Come to the Walsh Art
Gallery for the opening
of Marlene SifFs new
exhibition "Elements of
Peace." The exhibition will
be featured until Dec. 9.
Friday, September 21
Head to Alumni Hall for the
2012 Fall concert, featuring
DiploandKrewella. Doors
will open at 8 p.m.
Saturday, September 22
The Fairfield University
Bookstore on Post Road
will be holding an Author
Meet and Greet, featuring
Rustic Wedding Chic by
Maggie Lord. The event is
free and open to the public.
Monday, September 24
Watch Green Bay v. Seattle
on Monday Night Football
at the Levee from 8:30 p.m.
until 11:30 p.m.

If you information about any of these incidents, please contact the Department of Public Safety.

V

STUDENT CLASSIFIEDS

If you are a musician interested in playing Bluegrass, email
me at evan.anderson@student.fairfield.edu. (I've been
playing banjo for 5 years.)

The Mirror is now offering free classifieds to students!
Email us at info@fairfieldmirror.com with
"Student Classifieds"in the headline and a brief ad.

CORRECTIONS BOX
In last week's concert preview article,
Alejandro Ulloa, who contributed to
both the research and writing of the
article, was not cited as a co-author.
In the photospread on page 2, the
picture of the bee garden showed a
yellowjacket and not an actual honey
bee.
In the sidebar listing films shown in
Gonzaga for Friday Night Movies,
"The Dark Knight Rises" was mispelled as "The Dark Knght Rises."
In Campus Crime Beat, September
was mispelled as "Septmeber" in two
separate instances.
In Sports 3x5, writer Jen Calhoun's
favorite Olympian was changed from
Dong Dong to Oscar Pistorious due to
editing miscommunication.
See an error? email Mo@fairfieldmirror.com
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iPhone 5: entirely innovative or simply unimaginative?
BY DANIELLE MANZELLA
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

After what seemed like years
of waiting, Apple Inc. has finally
revealed all the highly anticipated
release details for the iPhone 5.
But now, one question
remains: Is it worth the purchase? "By the opinion of experts,
the changes introduced by the iPhone 5 are not dramatic," says Fairfield University's Associate Professor of Communication Gisela
Gil-Egui. "However, determining
whether this newer mobile phone
is worth the money depends on individual needs."
This past Wednesday, Apple
disclosed the information about
its upcoming products at a media
event held in San Francisco. After
conventional discussions about
the newest iPods and laptops, representatives began describing the
latest phone.
The iPhone 5 will contain numerous new features, including:
• A 4-Inch Retina Display, resulting in a bigger screen
• 4G LTE modem, producing
speeds up to 10 times faster than
those of 3G
• A 6 Processor, allowing apps

Photo Illustration by Nick DiFazio/Ihe Mirror

Although there has been hype about the iPhone 5, it remains to be seen how many students will upgrade.
and graphics to load faster
• 18 percent thinner and 20
percent lighter than the iPhone 4S
•A new charging cord that is
80 percent smaller than any previous one
•A metal, rather than glass,
back to avoid breaking or cracking

the gadget (This was featured on
the original iPhone back in 2007.)
"I like the bigger screen and
better camera quality being offered," says Alessia Laise '13. "But
the faster connection that allows
the battery to last longer is probably the most appealing."

Laise and other students are
also looking forward to the product's turn-by-turn navigation and
traffic system, voiced by Apple's
very own Siri.
Yet some do not understand
what all the hype is about.
"I'm aware that the new phone

is 18 percent thinner with a larger
screen," says Katherine Cipriano
'13. "The internal software supposedly makes the phone run faster too. But none of these features
seem to be groundbreaking or set
this phone apart from the older
versions." The color selection remains at either black or white and
pricing begins at $199 for 16 gigabytes of storage.
Many additional similarities
to the iPhone 4S lead some to feel
that Apple rushed into releasing a
new product and that its older versions simply cannot be topped.
"I will be waiting for a more
significant change in the product," says Victoria Gaudioso '13. "I
don't see the hype around it lasting very long, especially since the
changes aren't that drastic." Timothy Smith '13 added, "The new
features aren't going to make me
feel the need to purchase this new
iPhone."
But until its release, the trendy
gadget's worthiness can only be
debated.
The iPhone 5 will be available
in the U.S. starting Sept. 21. Advance orders began a week before
its release date.

Quote controversy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

the first time that something like
this has come up ... one of the
beauties of the University is that
you are constantly learning and
I learned something this week in
terms of a certain quote," Fitzpatrick said.
Eating disorders are extremely prevalent among college students and the statistics
only back this up. It is said that
eating disorders have the highest mortality rate of any mental
illness.
According to the South
Carolina Department of Mental
Health, "a study by the National
Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders
reported that 5 - 10% of anorexics die within 10 years after
contracting the disease; 18-20%
of anorexics will be dead after

20 years and only 30 - 40% ever
fully recover."
Fairfield University offers a
lot of support when it comes to
eating disorders.
Weihs stated that there is
an Eating Disorders Treatment
Team "consisting of medical
staff from the Health Center
and clinicians from Counseling
& Psychological Services."
Fitzpatrick supports the
mission of the Counseling Center whole-heartedly. "If it offends anyone at this school, it
offends us, and we'll remove it."
It is encouraged that students who need help with disordered eating issues contact
Fairfield University Counseling
and Psychological Services at
(203) 254-4000 ext. 2146 or by
email at counseling@fairfield.
edu.

Andrea Bushee/The Mirror

The Gonzaga Auditorium was packed with students on Thursday, Sept. 13, for an emotional assembly.

Palomba raises awareness
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

3

daily.
Fairfield's Campus Ministry also offers drop-in one-onone counseling sessions.
Director of Department of
Public Safety Todd Pelazza recounted a sexual assault that
occurred at one of the beach
houses. A female student had
met a non-student at a party

and saw no danger associated with him but then was
attacked. The student went to
the Health Center and reported what had happened.
The perpetrator was found
to be guilty of assault and was
sent to prison.
According to Palomba and
her team, speaking out and
coming forward was the most
crucial decision that each of

them made, a step that led
them to their paths of recovery
and helped save other women
from the fate that they had
once faced.
Palomba's parting words
gave Fairfield University students a new set of goals to
achieve: "No more blame, no
more shame, no more fear."

Martin O'Sullivan/Ihe Mirror

The January photo in a Jonathan Adler calendar has the same slogan.
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Photo Illustration by Nick DiFazio/The Mirror
After years of planning, Fairfield offers a new website allowing students to access all University accounts from one place. Stagweb will be decomissioned next semester to encourage a full transition.

My. Fairfieldportal materializes after years of Stagweb
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

pus committee reported that StagWeb needed to be replaced.
"I liked the old StagWeb because I was used to it, but it also
had a lot of stuff that I didn't need
on it" said Emily Seils '13. "It
could be hard to navigate."
Junior Alexander Long, an

employee at the Student Help
Desk, said that the new portal
gives the University a more professional look and benefits everyone
associated with the University.
Other students who work at the
Computing and Network Services
also agree that the new portal is a
positive change for student users.
"The portal is definitely a

good idea," said John Paul Benedetti '14, a manager at the Computing and Network Services. "No
more going to multiple sites and
having to log into each and every
one of them. Just my.fairfield,
sign-in once and done."
Munshi explained, "I've talked to many students about the
Portal and the SSO (single sign

on) feature is definitely a favorite
feature amongst students. StagWeb needed to be phased out and
I think this a great move on CNS's
part."
My.Fairfield will officially become the primary portal for students, faculty and staff in January
of 2013. To view the preview, visit
my.Fairfield.edu.

NBC 'skips' moment of silence on 9/11
BY COURTNEY TODD
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

ABC's "Good Morning America"
did it. CBS' "This Morning" did it.
NBC's "Today" did not do it.
This "it" refers to airing the
annual moment of silence that
is held each September 11th at
8:46 a.m., in both New York City
and Washington D.C., marking
the time when the first hijacked
plane hit the World Trade Center's North Tower in 2001.
Instead, during this time,
"Today's" Savannah Guthrie was
interviewing Kris Jenner about
her new breast implants, the expiration date on her breast implants and how important it is for
women with breast implants to
keep track of their implant expiration dates.
Not coincidentally, the finale
of the latest episode of "Keeping
Up With the Kardashians" aired
this past Sunday.
This was no accident and in
fact, the only time NBC has aired
the moment of silence was last
year on the 10th anniversary of
the attacks. People immediately
began pillorying NBC and "Today" for not airing it. Viewers
tweeted thoughts of disgust and

disappointment.
The incident received such
wide coverage mainly because
"Today" was the only one of the

"We still touched a
nerve with many of
your viewers... and
for that we apologize.
-Steve Capus,
President ofNBC
News
three network morning shows to
not participate in the moment of
silence.
As a result, #NBChate trended on Twitter and the previously
wildly popular morning infotainment show is currently struggling
to recapture its viewers, while it
has been beaten in the ratings by
"Good Morning America" eight
out of the past 10 weeks.
Steve Capus, president of
NBC News, did send out a message to the managers of NBC's
affiliated stations on Wednesday
acknowledging that they had

been hit with a storm of criticism from viewers about their
decision to air the interview. He
apologized for putting the stations smack in the middle of the
said storm.
Capus sent his memo to NBC
Affiliate Corporation Group executives and began by citing the
extensive coverage "Today" provided on Wednesday to the attacks on the American embassies
in Libya and Egypt.
Then Capus added, "Yesterday, we made an editorial call
resulting in the September 11th
moment of silence not being
seen. While we dedicated a substantial amount of airtime to anniversary events, we still touched
a nerve with many of your viewers ... and for that we apologize."
"Today's" coverage remembering the attacks included a
lengthy segment earlier in the
show with a September 11th survivor. Also included, the "Today"
broadcast showed multiple shots
of Ground Zero and the Freedom
Tower throughout the show.
Further, it was a topic of discussion in the show's regular Today's
Professionals segment. NBC
News' cable network, MSNBC,
also aired the entire "Today"

NBC

Contributed Photo

broadcast from September 1 lth,
2001, which has been a network
tradition since 2006.
But, things could get worse
for NBC if people begin to point
out the fact that NBC's parent
company, Comcast, who also
owns the E! network, employs
Ryan Seacrest, new star of "Today's" show firmament and ex-

ecutive producer of "Keeping Up
With the Kardashians"
"People are obviously
still affected by 9/11, but this
brings up the point, how long
are people going to act like this
happened yesterday? It might be
time to move on," said Carolyn
Mannix'14.

Opinion
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opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.
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Editor: Elizabeth Koubek opinion@fairfieldmirror.com

EDITORIAL
Martin O'Sullivan | Editor-in-Chief
Loan Le | Executive Editor
Laura O'Reilly | Managing Editor

first

Forget the iPhone.
According to Apple on Monday, pre-orders for
iPhone 5 surpassed 2 million in the first 24 hours of
availability. At first glance there might not be any reason to complain. Twelve-year-olds are probably dying
to get their hands on a new gadget. But the obsession
with this new device does raise concern about our
misplaced fixation on technology.
We are all very lucky to live in age of exponential
technological growth. Every year brings us seemingly
closer to a Utopian age of easy living. However, we're
not focusing on the right kind of advancement. .
Ask a random student here at Fairfield University
how many times humanity has successfully landed
exploratory technology on the surface of Mars.
Thought the Curiosity Rover was the first time?
You may not be alone.
Now go and talk to a random student about the
iPhone.
Is it important that this new phone can capture a
crisper picture, post it to Instagram faster, and display
it at a larger resolution for our enjoyment? Or should
we be focusing on unlocking the secrets held by the
greater universe, hidden in our own history, and untapped in our own world?
Take James Cameron for example. Yes, one might
argue that he is just as guilty of feeding into the trend
of superficial gratification through technology. But by
using the money made through his creative endeavours, Cameron is now backing a project that will mine
asteroids for resources. Yeah, kind of like the movie
"Armageddon."
You may ask how this trend of misguided focus is
your fault. After all, you're not James Cameron.
But how many discussions have you had about the
iPhone 5 this week?
And how many discussions have you had about
topics such as free energy or space exploration?
Discussion is the first step in progress. We come
closer and closer everyday to a time when we will be
the generation running the world.
It's imperative to imagine the world we want it to
be. Now ask yourself this: Do you want Earth to be a
place where your phone can also serve as a portable
microwave, or a place where wars over fossil fuels is a
tale of the past?

Thumbs-Up / Thumbs-Down
• Men's Gold finishes 6th
at Rutgers invitational.
• Thisweekend was the
perfect weather with
which to end the summer.
• This Friday is the Fall
concert!

• Friday officially marks
the end of summer.
• Adanta Falcon Mike
Turner was arrested for
drunk driving after Monday nights game

• Fairfield Stag Volleyball
opens MAAC action with
3-0 victory against Saint
Peter's.

• The weather is Scaring
The Mirror staff at 10
p.m.

• The iPhone 5 sold 2
million phones pre-sale
onl

• Public Safety has to pay
for all their own food
and parking passes.
• The email for senior
portraits went out
reminding seniors of
reality.

aM/Welcom&

Lisa Tkach/The Mirror

Have an opinion aboutyour time at Fairfield? Let us know!
Have an opinion about somethingelse ?Sendusyourthoughts toopinion@fairfieldmirror.com

Did Fairfield impress you?
BY KAITLIN MCEWAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A first impression is key. It usually makes or breaks a deal.
For the freshmen, their first impression of Fairfield University was
enough for them to decide to attend
this fall. However, you can't judge a
book by its cover or a school by its
beautiful campus. Have their opinions of Fairfield changed drastically
from when they first decided to attend the University, or have their
thoughts of the school prospered
ever since they stepped onto campus
in early September?
When choosing a college, a few
things come to mind: dorms, campus, location, social life, and fitting
in. Bravo to Fairfield because for
most of the Class of 2016, a big check
was placed next to a number of these
things. Freshman Lizzie Hart said,
"Fairfield was my second choice,
but after I visited the campus I fell in
love with the school." For this nursing major, Fairfield had everything to
offer. Hart was searching for a small
community and felt that Fairfield had
that.
Freshman Brittany Smith came
to Fairfield because of the size. Smith
said: "Fairfield was one of my top
choices. It has a pretty campus and
it seems like everyone who goes here
really loves it." Current Fairfield stu-

dents' positive attitudes towards the
school also attracted Smith.
For others like Mairin Lane '16,
the checklist above did not cover all
of the reasons why she wanted to attend Fairfield.
Lane believed that Fairfield had
a pretty campus, was a good size, and
had mediocre dorms, but her decision wasn't made based on these reasons. Lane said, "Both of my parents
attended Fairfield University, so I always had an idea that this is where I
was going to go to school." Lane also
liked the fact that Fairfield was away
from her home in New Jersey, but not
too far so that she couldn't go home
once in awhile.
Now that these students have
moved in, have their opinions of
Fairfield and their initial feelings
changed? Did Fairfield just put on
its best face to reel new students in?
Hart does not believe so.
She said, "My opinion of Fairfield has only gotten better. I am happy to be living here and moved in. My
classes are good, I like my teachers,
the dorms are bigger than I thought
they would be, and overall, I had a really good transition."
Smith has somewhat of a different opinion. She said, "There is a
lot of work! I was not expecting this
much."
Of course it is only the first
couple weeks and students are still

getting into a routine, so her remarks
are expected. Although Smith was
not crazy about the amount of work,
she is still happy with her decision
to come to Fairfield and said, "I really like it and am happy to finally
be here. I joined the women's rugby
team which I never planned on and
is contributing to my happiness at
Fairfield."
Lane, once again, offered a different perspective. Lane said, " The
dorms are alright, and there is way
more reading than I really expected."
She was not crazy about her FYE
group at first and found that it was
very "cliquey." However, she did open
herself up and meet new people and
truly likes them. She said she was,
"very happy that classes started up
because you get to meet so many
more people." Like Smith, Lane joined
many things that have only increased
her positive feelings of Fairfield. She
joined the radio station, something
she always wanted to try.
It's expected that some Fairfield
students will find something that will
alter their opinions of Fairfield.
But for now, students' first impressions of Fairfield seem to be going strong and the Class of 2016 is
having a great time. Only time will tell
and hopefully these students graduate with the same feeling they had the
minute they walked onto this beautiful campus for the first time.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE:
"If it offends anyone at this school, it
offends us, and we'll remove it."
-Jim Fitzpatrick, Vice President of Student Affairs
"Planner pulledfrom campus bookstore" page 1
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers: Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by email
to infc^fairfiddminorjcom or Box AA. All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or online. The
Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks and should contain correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words.
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The Catholic Church vs. birth control: Which will win?
BY ANDREA BUTLER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The relationship between birth
control and the Catholic Church
has sparked controversy for decades now and the issue has been
more prominent than ever in recent months with the Republican
Party's strong (and arguably very,
very mistaken) opinions regarding
contraceptives.
As any person raised or educated under the Catholic faith knows,
sex is for procreation only and if you
engage in intercourse before marriage you have sinned, and

has zero desire to catch any freaky
diseases, let alone see a little plus
sign on a pregnancy test. Yet Fairfield University offers no assistance
in the practice of safe sex, because
we are a Jesuit school, and Jesus apparently does not approve of anyone entertaining their more carnal
desires.
It's ignorant to put a blind eye
to the fact that this is a college campus and people like to, for lack of a
more proper term, "get it in." It
doesn't make sense that at
every other non-re-

it would again go against Fairfield's
religious affiliation. That same
health center, however, does offer
free, confidential STI testing, but
can't supply the most effective way
of preventing the spread of those
same infections. Right.
Ironically, the de-

in the religious life, of course.). It
just seems absurd that the Church
is involved with such personal issues. Those men can't get pregnant;
those men will never be in a situation where they could catch an STI,

helped anyone obtain a college
degree, and it can be assumed that
Fairfield University wants all its students to graduate and on time.
No educational institution has
any place having any significant involvement in a student's sex life. But
for residents here at Fairfield University, the school does have a responsibility for providing adequate
and comprehensive health care for
all its students. Honestly, if God
wanted people to only have
sex for the purpose of
procreation and
not just

in
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off to Confession you should go, because God does not approve of your
shenanigans, and you should really
learn to control your urges.
As anyone with a brain knows,
such a mentality is ludicrous and
appalling.
Thus enters the problem of attending a Catholic university. The
vast majority of the student body
is without a doubt sexually active
(or at least wishes they were). That
same majority again undoubtedly

ligious affiliated school in America
you can walk to your student
health center and pick up some condoms, but here you have to go into
town if you want to be smart (which
you should) and, ahem, "wrap it
before you tap it." Furthermore, the
nurse practitioners on campus are
also not allowed to prescribe birth
control pills to female students, as

cision to not allow contraceptives to
be available on Catholic campuses
was made by a group of men who
have pledged a lifetime of celibacy
and could never in a million years
have a child (no disrespect to those

Fairfield U: An apple with
BY MARTIN O'SULIXVAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

23 courses.
If your educational situation is unfortunate enough to the
point where you start in a beginner language class and none of
your other courses fulfill multiple
requirements, this is the amount
of core classes you will have to
take in your time here at Fairfield.
Granted, this isn't always
the case, But it still remains that
this is a possibility. If you do the
math, you can see that it would
take four semesters minimum to
complete this absurd level of requirements (and that's only if you
take six classes each for three of
those semesters).
Four semesters. That's two
years. That is two years of going
to a school that charges approximately 54,000 dollars per year to
attend. So - and I'll even round
down - you will essentially pay
100 grand for a bunch of classes
that you didn't want to take.
If you're someone in a situation like mine, you already know
that you'll be paying for this education'long after you've forgotten
90 percent of what was forcibly

taught to you. Personally, I
will have accrued ap
proximately 80 grand
in debt by the time
I graduate. I can
safely assume that
half of that is due
to the fact that I was
sitting in classroom
learning about things in
which I have no interest.
And what is it I'm forced to
learn about? As an English major,
I can safely say that I will never
use the skills I've attempted to
learn in my math classes, natural
science classes, and especially
my religion classes. I could explain my specific reasonings for
my disdain concerning each one,
but it's very subjective for each
student.
This brings me to my point:
it is exactly because of this subjectivity in what one wants to
learn that we should not
be forced to take an
identical academic
route. Honestly,
it feels like the
cheap way out.
Instead of offering a larger variety
of special interest upper
level classes for each major, the

so why do they get
to call the shots when it
comes to sexual health?
It's sad, really, that Fairfield University, a school that stresses the nourishment of the whole
person—mind, body, and spirit—
can't supply birth control on campus because the Church does not
approve of it. This is not a matter of
religious doctrine here; it is a matter of health. STIs are staggeringly
common among college students,
and perhaps if contraceptives were
more easily available, that number
would be much lower. Beyond that,
unplanned pregnancy has never

for pleasure, then he would not
have designed the human body to
make sex pleasurable, nor would he
have given humans hormones that
provoke lustful urges. You can go to
a Catholic college and still want to
have safe, pre-marital sex. You can
have a relationship with God and
still want to have safe, pre-marital
sex. You can go to church regularly
and still want to have safe, premarital sex. The ability to have that safe,
pre-marital sex is a human right,
not a privilege, something that the
Catholic Church and all institutions
affiliated with it apparently cannot
grasp.

a rotten 'core'
administration can bank on
the fact that most seniors will be catching up on HI30
and statistics.
I'm not saying we should rid
this school entirely
of the core curriculum. I understand that it
serves as a way to encourage
students to broaden their academic horizons. But to what extent must we be encouraged?
Do I really need to take two
different classes on religion?
Must I really pursue another
math class after I struggle
through calculus, knowing the
entire time I will never use or
pursue these skills?
Furthermore, I believe that
forcing students into the core actually diminishes their academic
horizons. For example, I wanted
to take a painting turbo this semester. This
was not because art
is thought of as an
easy subject, but
because it was
something
that
interests me that I
have never had the
chance to pursue.

However, at the last minute, I had
to sign up for a statistics class. I
may never discover my hidden
ability as a painter, but at least I'll
have the ability to draw a histogram.
Another point worth noting
is that a lack of passion towards
learning about a subject easily
translates into apathy. Although
it is the responsibility of any student to try their hardest regardless of what is being taught, the
mindset that classes serve only to
train students into subservience
is one! better left in high school.
We are here because we took four
years df classes we hated. Don't
make us do it all over again, because our grades will suffer just
like they did in high school.
I'm all about learning. In
fact, I think we live in a generation
that doesn't value education. But
perhaps it's because we're forced
to learn what we don't want.
And I don't want to pay for
an education that I do not take an
active interest in at all times.
I want to have time to take 23
different English classes.
I'll be paying for my education for a while. I should at least
be able to decide what I'll be paying for.

The Vine
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Making a difference
one student at a time

Why is it
called "The
Starfish
Foundation?"

Alum co-founds nonprofit to keep Ecuadorian kids in school
complishes this goal by providing
financial, intellectual and emotional
support to a select group of scholImagine having to pay for school ars who demonstrate both financial
yourself; a reality for many stu- need and a strong desire to better
dents, and not too much of a themselves and their community
stretch for many others. Now imag- with their continued education.
"Our students are primarily seine having to pay for school when
your family of eight makes $280 lected on the basis of economic need
per month, a total yearly income of and other problems within the family but must demonstrate a motiva$3,360.
This is the reality facing many tion to study in spite of difficult cirof the young students in Guayaquil, cumstances," said Zocco. "We look
Ecuador, and as a result, they are for students who show leadership
forced to discontinue their educa- skills or the potential to be leaders
tion in high school or earlier, signifi- so that the foundation does not just
cantly decreasing their chances for give to them, but they give back to
future financial stability. One recent their communities through various
service efforts."
Fairfield grad, JenThis year, 28
nifer Zocco TO, has it
dedicated herself
Our students will students were seto breaking this
lected from a pool
never have to pay
cycle of poverty
of about 40 appliby co-founding a for their required
cants. The recipinonprofit called books, uniforms
ents of the scholarship received $216
The Starfish Founand other school
dation, Inc.
to cover the cost
of school supplies
The Starfish supplies, but
Foundation is
and uniforms.
payJ back to
J r
new organization, they
While
this
just receiving its their community
money may not
seem significant
official nonprofit through volunteer
status from the
compared to the
//
IRS this past June. work.
cost of universities
According to the
in the United States,
mission statement,
$216 makes a huge
Jennifer Zocco '10, difference in the
the goal of the nonprofit is "to keep atCO-fOUnder Of The lives of the poorer
risk Latin American
of EcuaStarfish Founda- families
youth on the path
dor who otherwise
tion, Inc. would be unable to
to an educated,
independent life_._
pay for their chilstyle...We strive to
dren's education.
keep young people off the street and
In order to illustrate this point,
empower them to overcome difficult Zocco described the life of one curlife circumstances without falling rent Starfish scholar named Maria.
into the seemingly inevitable cycle Zocco said that 13-year-old Maria
of poverty."
was "the best student in her graduThe Starfish Foundation ac- ating class, but her grades dropped
BY KELSEY GUERIN
THE VINE EDITOR

Contributed by Jennifer Zocco and The Starfish Foundation, Inc.

Starfish scholars pose for a picture while taking a break from the June
meeting.
upon entering high school due to
the added responsibilities at home."
These responsibilities involved helping to raise her four younger brothers and sisters while her mother and
prematurely born baby sister were
hospitalized.
Maria's scholastic career was
on the verge of ending. "Even when
her dad has the good luck of having
a job, minimum wage in Ecuador
only pays about $280 per month,"
said Zocco, "which is hardly enough
to cover food for a family of eight,
let alone bus fare for school or any
school supplies."
Maria's fortunes changed when

she applied to The Starfish Foundation's program and became one
of the recipients of the 2012-2013
scholarship. Now able to purchase
the necessary books, uniforms and
other supplies, Maria has "lots of
hope to continue her studies and
achieve the success she knows she is
capable of," said Zocco.
However, this newfound hope
is not simply the result of financial
aid. The many Starfish mentors and
tutors—as well as the other scholarship recipients—have built a community upon peer-tutoring, mentor
aid, emotional support and, most
importantly, service for others.
"What makes Starfish unique
amongst scholarship and other
sponsor-a-student programs is the
social commitment that our scholars make," said Zocco. "Our students
will never have to financially pay for
their required books, uniforms and
other school supplies, but they pay
back to their community through
volunteer work."
Some of this volunteer work includes helping to tutor fellow scholars based on scholastic strengths.
Additionally, The Starfish Foundation holds monthly meetings where
students share their talents in areas
such as dance, music and crafts.
If this "service for others" seems
familiar, it might be because of its
closeness to the Jesuit value of being
"Men and Women for others."
While attending Fairfield University, Zocco became very familiar
with this Jesuit value and incorporated it into her daily life. She became
highly involved in Campus Ministry,
taking part in emersion trips, community service and retreats, among
other things. These activities "gave
me the courage and experience I

Contributed by Jennifer Zocco and The Starfish Foundation, Inc.

Jennifer Zocco (left) poses with a group of Starfish scholars from the 2011-2012 academic year.
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"We at The Starfish
Foundation recognize
that helping the underprivileged of Ecuador is a large task,
but one by one, we
hope to make a difference in the lives of our
scholarship recipients
and similarly that our
students make a difference in their communities."
— Jennifer Zocco

A young girl was
walking along a beach
upon which thousands
of starfish had been
washed up during a
terrible storm. When
she came to each starfish, she would pick it
up, and throw it back
into the ocean. People watched her with
amusement.
She had been doing
this for some time when
a man approached
her and said, "Little
girl, why are you doing this? Look at this
beach! You can't save
all these starfish. You
can't begin to make a
difference!"
The girl seemed
crushed, suddenly deflated. But after a few
moments, she bent
down, picked up another starfish, and
hurled it as far as she
could into the ocean.
Then she looked up at
the man and replied,
"Well, I made a difference to that one!"
The old man looked
at the girl inquisitively and thought about
what she had done
and said. Inspired, he
joined the little girl in
throwing starfish back
into the sea. Soon others joined, and all the
starfish were saved.
—from The Starfish
Foundation, Inc. website, adapted from
"The Star Thrower" by
Loren C. Eiseley
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Health conscious and judgment free
BY EMMA BRYANT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Today, with labels like
'vegan/ 'vegetarian,' 'soyfree' and 'gluten-free,'
suddenly food becomes another
way to separate people instead
of bringing them together. At Sue
Cadwell's retail shop "Health
in a Hurry: Organic Vegetarian
Cuisine to Go," it is her mission
as a "peaceful warrior" to create
healthy, delicious organic food
that, in her opinion, feeds the
physical body but, in turn, also
creates community.
After graduating from Anne
Marie Colhbin's Natural Gourmet Cookery School in Manhattan in 1998, Cadwell opened
Health In a Hurry in Fairfield
in October 2004. She has now
owned and operated it for eight
years. "That's a pretty good track
record," she said with a smile
from behind the counter of her
tiny but lively store.
Cadwell first started studying
vegetarianism over 30 years ago,
reading books that she claims
"deals with a lot of the same concepts we're dealing with now
- but there wasn't 'certified organic' back then." Cadwell used
to rid her produce of pesticides
by going through a process that
involved soaking her food in
bleach.
After becoming frustrated
that she could barely find anything to eat in a place like Fairfield
County - that had both education
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Emma Bryant/The Mirror

A street sign (left) ushers healthy eaters to Health in a Hurry, where patrons can enjoy limited outdoor seating (top right). A sign proclaiming "Acceptance" (bottom right) hangs in the establishment.
and money - she finally decided
to open a restaurant specifically
designed to open up the world to
alternative ways of eating.
Fundamentally,
Cadwell's
goal was to show people that "eatery and food is very personal; it's
like freedom of choice." Her passion lies in getting rid of the 'la-

bels' while still supporting plenty
of diet restrictions. "The bottom
line," Cadwell said, "is that we all
need more of this kind of food in
our diets...and I hope that one
day we can have vegetarians and
non-vegetarians eating'' side by
side without one saying to the
other, 'What are you eating?'"

Words like 'tofu,' 'tempeh,'
'quinoa,' 'kale' and 'beets' seem
to make the modern non-vegetarian crinkle their nose in disgust. "Their reaction is based on
ignorance," Cadwell said. However, as an activist of judgmentfree eating, Cadwell also believes
judgment should not be placed

in the other direction either.
"Even if someone was out eating McDonald's, we shouldn't be
putting someone down for their
food choices," Cadwell said. "If
they do not know the effects of
eating that way, they shouldn't
FOOD
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Right Bite: Disappointing start to new restaurant
BY JOCELYN TETRAUJLT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Walking into The Chelsea, Fairfield's newest
restaurant, feels like
arriving at an incredible beach
house. A cozy interior with muted
decor sprinkled with pops of lime

green opens directly onto a gorgeous patio, giving the restaurant
a light and airy feel. Water served
in recycled glass bottles and a
minimalistic table setting add to
the upscale-but-relaxed atmosphere. Unfortunately, while the
prices at The Chelsea match this
swanky decor, the food is simply
not up to par.

The Chelsea features appetizers, salads and sandwiches
starting at around $10, and entrees clocking in at around $20.
However, with even simple items
like a grilled cheese BLT priced
at $12.95, this is definitely not
the place to grab a cheap bite on
a Saturday night. The restaurant,
at first glance, held promise for

Jocelyn Tetrault/The Mirror

The Chelsea uses wood panneling, silver furniture and pops of green to create its relaxed but trendy style.

Parents' Weekend dinners and
special occasions, but the disappointing food eliminated even
that possibility.
The menu at The Chelsea is
creative and well thought out,
with items like "Scallops PB&J"
that would take even the most
experienced foodie by surprise.
However, the food itself doesn't
hold up against the enticing descriptions.
An Asian-themed noodle
bowl, for $20.95, promised "salt
cured & hot smoked salmon,
"shroom broth," rice noodles,
spiced tofu, and shaved cabbage."
This intriguing and creative combination, while great on paper, fell
flat on the plate.
The dish was beautifully presented but was totally devoid of
any interesting flavor- instead,
the fish, tofu, vegetables and noodles all tasted like they had been
soaked in soy sauce for hours. The
overwhelming saltiness ruined
the delicate flavor of the smoked
salmon and overpowered the entire dish.
The Chelsea's chance to redeem itself came at dessert, with
a unique and modern take on the
old-fashioned s'more for $7.95.
The flavors were certainly stronger here than with the entree, but
cold spots throughout the dessert
gave the sense that it had been

heated up in a microwave, which
made for a less than ideal dessert
experience. The bottom was also
apparently burnt and difficult to
eat - a disappointing ending to a
disappointing meal.
Overall, The Chelsea has great
potential to be a really incredible
restaurant. With great service, a
popular bar and a quintessential
Fairfield style, this new spot has a
lot going for it. However, if you're
on the hunt for expensive and
overly salty food, you might as
well just go to Barone. Hopefully,
with time will come improvement
- after all, The Chelsea has only
been open for two short months.
But until the food is more, well,
edible, The Chelsea is not worth
checking out.

The Chelsea
12 Unquowa Place, Fairfield
(203)254-8200
www.thechelseaff.com
Kitchen Hours
Sun-Thurs: 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Fri-Sat: 11:30 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Bar serves until last call
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Barone recipe:perfect scrambled eggs
BY JESSICA ESTRADA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With this quick and easy
method, you will be
able to make perfect
scrambled eggs at the stir-fry station. These tips and some practice
is all you need.

Tip #1: Familiarize
yourself with the stir-fry
station.
There are eight burners with
clean pans hanging above them.
Cartons of liquid eggs are in ice
tubs on either side of the central
condiments counter. Hot sauce,
olive oil, soy sauce and clean spatulas are scattered around the station. You can use ingredients from
anywhere in the dining hall.

Tip #2: Borrowfrom
other stations.
What you'll need to begin
cooking:
• Napkin from one of the dining tables
. Glass of milk (2% or Whole)
from the drink station
• Spoon from the soup station
Place a pan on the burner and
fill the bottom with a thin coating of olive oil. Use the napkin to

spread the oil around the pan.
Turn the "On/Off" dial to 10.
It takes roughly two minutes for
the pan to completely heat up.
Use this time to gather your ingredients.
There are countless variations
of scrambled eggs:
• Playing it safe: tomatoes, a
sprinkle of onion, and lots of
cheese
• Feeling bold: ham, onion,
meat sauce, tomatoes, and
hot sauce

Jessica Estrada/The Mirror

With a few simple ingredients (left) and some
creative
experimenting,
you can make the perfect
scrambled eggs in Barone
(below).

Tip #3: Wait until the pan
is hot before you start
cooking.
Take a small ice cube from the
tub of egg cartons and drop it onto
the pan. If it sizzles and immediately turns to steam, it's ready for
the eggs.
Take a carton of Whole Eggs
from the ice tub and pour a generous amount into the pan. Quickly
add 5-7 scoops of milk with the
spoon. This will make the eggs
fluffier.
The eggs will cook unevenly.
When a section has cooked, scrape
it across the pan with a spatula.

Tip #4: With a spatula,
less equals more. Don't
overuse it.
Make eggs as if you were
cooking a cheeseburger - when

one side of the patty is done,
you flip it over, let it cook,
add the cheese, and put it on
your plate.
In the same way:
• Let your eggs cook
• Flip each section over
after it sets.
• Add the toppings
Let the eggs and toppings cook for roughly a
minute. Flip them every
10 seconds to mix them together. Add salt and pepper if you prefer. Then, slide
the scrambled eggs on your
plate and enjoy!

Grow your
own way
Every career path in different. Tnar& why we help you
design yam own. Well provide the traiDJoorj^eo&idungaiid
gKptnwfwnfJEtliat-Jillii^yyiu tnhTiilri w1*iinT^iilifpj* nfnr\ tain*

advantage of career opportunities. Yon decide what
happens next—at PwG or beyond.
Its the opportunity of a lifetime.
www.pvre.com/taurnnK
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Alum co-founds nonprofit
in Ecuador
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

10

needed to be able to volunteer and
eventually co-found Starfish," said
Zocco. "Hands down I would not be
doing what I am doing today if I had
not gone to Fairfield."
After graduating from Fairfield
University with a degree in International Studies, an individualized
designed degree in Social Justice
in Latin America and two minors
in Spanish and French, Zocco took
part in a year of post-graduate work
in Guayaquil.
One of Zocco's fellow volunteers was Elizabeth Await, a graduate of Villanova University. The two
became close friends, and their volunteer work and mutual love for Ecuador inspired them to return to the
country and found their nonprofit
organization.
"Sandy Queen, a motivational
speaker, once asked me, 'What step
would you take today if you were
brave?'" said Await. "Sandy's question comes from a song by Jana
Stanfield, and it reminds me that everyone does things that scare them
sometimes. We had no idea how this
would go, or what would come of it,
but we have been so blessed with

the support and guidance of many."
Both Zocco and Await have said
that their work, while difficult, is extremely rewarding. "I am inspired
by the students, for sure," said Await.
She said that meeting the parents
and families of Starfish scholars is
also a particularly moving experience. Their gratitude and kindness
always reaffirms Awalt's decision to
work in Ecuador.
Zocco agrees with Await, citing as an example a mother named
Paola. "[She] constantly invites me
into her 'humble' home and thanks
me," said Zocco. "She almost always
begins to cry when she says, 'I pray
that God repays you because I will
never be able to.'"
The Starfish Foundation has already changed the lives of dozens of
students in Ecuador who might not
have otherwise been able to finish
their education. It may be impossible to ensure that all children in
Ecuador will have an education, but
the duo will continue working tirelessly toward this goal.
As The Starfish Foundation's
website states, "Most of all, we believe in the power of making a difference for many, one by one."

To learn more orfind out how you can help,
visit The Starfish Foundation, Inc. website:
www. thestarfishchange.org
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Local music scene
thrives in Conn.

Photo contributed by Unbuckled Records (www.unbuckledrecords.com)

A crowd of music lovers pushes to the front of the stage at the music festival Bramble Jam II.
BY CHRISTOPHER NICASTRO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the realm of independent
music, local support is key in
order for bands and musicians
to thrive. The initiative behind music making is the element of fun —
and Connecticut's music community is perhaps the pinnacle of both
entertainment and togetherness.
Venues in Connecticut range
from the renowned Toad's Place

in New Haven, which promotes
very well known bands; the underground spot known as The Space in
Hamden, which helps book young
and upcoming artists to any shows
available; or even back alleyway
show setting Heirloom Arts Center
in Danbury, which has a huge history linking back to the 1850's as a
vaudevillian art theater.
Getting involved in the Connecticut scene is extremely simple.
People who regularly attend shows

are welcoming and are always willing to socialize with new people.
Connor Griffin of the folk duo The
Anarchist Pizza Society said, "I do
not know where I would be without the DIY punk community. The
DIY punk scene in Connecticut has
pretty much taught me everything I
know. Every close friend and relationship I have had has come from
playing music and the Connecticut

Music I
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iPick, YouListen
BY AMANDA MCKELVEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Take Me Home Tonight" by Eddie
Money

"Cruise" by Florida Georgia Line
Before most of you put down the paper because
I just told you to listen to a country song, let me
explain. I love all country, but this may be my favorite song ever. Although it is a country song, it's
one of those "blast in your car with the windows
down" kind of songs. It's just a feel-good song.
Every time I put on "Cruise" I am just instantly in
a better mood. So whether you like country (like
myself) or not (like most of my roommates), this
is a good song for everyone to try. And I promise
it'll instantly put a smile on your face.

I guarantee that most people have heard this song
but have just never appreciated how great it actually is. For those of you who thought "Take Me
Home Tonight" was only the name of the Topher
Grace and Anna Farris movie, you are entirely
wrong. Call me old-school or stuck in the past,
but this is a classic 80's song that is worth a closer listen. Contemporaries with Jon Bon Jovi and
Madonna, Eddie Money has created a classic 80's
party song that I can't help but to think will never
go out of style.

"Ronan" by Taylor Swift
"Don't Wake Me Up" by Chris Brown
I am predicting right now that this song will be
the new "We Found Love" by Rihanna. Whether
you are at the RecPlex or getting ready to head up
to the townhouses, this song is the one to get you
super pumped up. Last year we all loved Avicii's
"Fade Into Darkness" and "Vamos a la Playa," but
this year I have a feeling we will be singing the lyrics "I don't wanna fall fall fall fall asleep no, I don't
wanna fall unless I'm falling for you." With its
catchy tune and fun lyrics, this is the new song everyone will be singing around campus this year.
Nicholas DiFazio/The Mirror

This last pick I encourage you to not only listen to
but to actually purchase off of iTunes. I know this
generation isn't big into buying music, but this
song supports a great cause. "Ronan" is a song
about a little boy who died of cancer just shy of his
fourth birthday. Swift followed Ronan's mother's
blog and took the posts and formulated this song
to honor him. She recently performed the song for
Stand Up to Cancer as well. This song actually gave
me chills the first time I heard it. It memorializes
a little boy who gave so much light to the world
and to his mother in such a short amount of time.
Listen to this song and maybe you will be inspired
to donate the $1.29 to the Taylor Swift Charitable
Fund that supports children like Ronan.

—-
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Conn. s local music scene alive and well
13

in the case of getting music to the
public. The website bandcamp.com
scene."
is a favorite of local artists who need
House and basement shows a means to release their albums to
provide for an intimate music set- the masses while at the same time
ting where friends are made, and retaining a do-it-yourself image.
when high-energy sets are played, Unlike the polished sounds of artthe mosh pits aren't violent like ists featured on iTunes or Pandora,
stereotypical ones — they are hop- the ones found on band camp are
ping and dancing testaments to static-ridden, basement-recorded
and filled with
everyone's mutual
emotion.
love of the band.. •/,-,
,
.
-,
c
Griffin
said
Concert goers tend
that "it's easy for
to come from not and relationship I
passion to fade
only all over the haye had ha§ come
state, but the enonce you become
extremely popular.
tire country in orIt becomes easy to
der to experience
not have to care
the array of bands
the Nutmeg State
anymore — to be
has to offer, which
able to book shows
and tours... you
is mostiy due to
have to care. You
the immediacy of
really have to feel
the internet.
passionately about
At
2012's
what
you do in or-'
Bramble Jam II —
der to put everya three-day New
England festival of "music, fun and thing... that you have into it. A lot
friends" that took place in Spring- of that gets lost when musicians
field, Mass. and Southington, Conn. become mainstream."
From an independent musi— one of the attendees hailed from
Seattle after having heard of the cian's point of view, the scene in
show through Facebook.
Connecticut is more than ideal. The
The internet has certainly venues noted above always look for
helped the community, especially new people to play shows. In most
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Every close friend

from playing music
and the Connecticut scene.
-Connor Griffin,
member of The
Anarchist Pizza
Society

areas, securing a five-minute set
at a bar or an open-mic night is a
chore. In Connecticut, this is not
so.
A well-written email to The
Space's booking agents will land
the most dilettante of musicians a
30-minute spot during a typically
five-band show. Christina Cadorette, an employee of the Space advises artists to "be professional and
polite at all times. "If you're really
having a go at this, don't give up
and keep pushing," she said. "Eventually your hard work and professionalism is going to get noticed."
Musicians are given a fighting
chance in the dog-eat-dog world of
performance, and a single show is
able to skyrocket talented bands.
"Connecticut builds a loyal fan
base which allows some of our local
bands to perform at bigger venues
and events or with bigger national
artists," said Cadorette. "The Space
really works to build those small
bands in the local community. It's
that 'scene' that opens doors."
As a whole, independent music in Connecticut is very alive and
consistently active. Those involved
are dedicated, and provide a fantastic home to music fans and artists alike. ,

New Unknown Component
album falls flat
BY CHRISTOPHER NICASTRO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Unknown Component's upcoming release, "Blood v.
Electricity," is a valiant effort by an experienced artist that
falls flat.
Unknown Component is the
ambient and experimental solo proj ect of Keith Lynch. While remarkably produced, and passionate in its
scope, this particular album's main
flaw is its overdramatic lyrics and
subject matter. The album seems to
have been written from a deep state
of loneliness. Even though loneliness is always a good topic to cover
in album-oriented songs such as the
ones founflgflplgjpod v. Electricity,"
Unknown Component is simply
throwing out the same exact "look
how sensitive I am" lyrics that solo
artists have been driveling for years.
After the first few songs, the
loneliness angle goes from being the
direction of the album and becomes
complete shtick. The consistently
monotonous vocals and safe-mode
rhyme scheme end up making the
whole album sound the same, to the
point where one could sit back and
joke about how Unknown Component has a few good songs.
The lyrics on every song are
sung so flat and at the same time are
so predictable. Specifically, on the
song "Nowhere is Alone," the lyrics
are so badly crafted that it's quite
simple to guess the lyrics of the next
line after never having even heard
the song before.
But not all of "Blood v. Electricity" is bad. As stated before, the pro-

duction should be heavily lauded.
The industrial and ambient electro sound is hooking. The reverbs
sound natural and feel warm in an
age when said effect is mostly cold
and lifeless. Lynch's mix of acoustic
instruments into the orchestration
is heavily admirable, too.
Most artists, when slapped
with an electro-experimental label, forget how warm and inviting
the sounds of acoustic instruments
can be. Mixing real guitars and real
drums into the tracks was a great
stylistic choice.
Perhaps the reason "Blood v.

Electricity seems so bland and flatlined is because it's easy to see how
talented Keith Lynch is. Listening to
this album is a tearing experience.
On one hand is the fantastic production and instrumentation; the other
hand is the boring and eye-rolling
lyrics and subject matter.
"Blood v. Electricity" wants to
be a good album. It can be a good
album. However, the flaws overshadow its high points, so it is an
average album.
The Bottom Line: 6/10

Contributed Photo

The album "Blood v. Electricity" from Unknown Component will be
released to the public on Oct. 23.

Contributed Photo

The Space in Hamden is located at 295 Treadwell Street and features
local artists as well as more widely known musicians.

Health-conscious
food on the go
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

11

have to feel awkward. And if they
do know better, there is a guilt
there - and it's hard to live with
guilt!"
Cadwell's only plan is to educate the importance of healthy,
organic eating and to open the
minds and mouths of those who
still make faces when the words
'vegan' and 'gluten-free' come
up in conversation. Her way of
doing this is greeting every customer at the door with a firm
handshake and a warm, "Hello,
I'm Sue!" After asking about dietary restrictions, Cadwell offers
samples upon samples of dishes
she has made throughout the
day. "All I ask is that you try it,"
Cadwell says. "The little cup of
food isn't gonna bite." She is a
firm advocate of "palate expansion."
While supporting all sorts of
diets, Cadwell also supports all
sorts of palates. She stocks her
refrigerators with freshly made
stuffed portobello mushrooms,
raw sushi made with nut pate in
place of rice, vegan wraps, 'Garden Pies,' 'Sea Vegetable Salads,'
'Healthy Burgers' and a variety
of bean salads, quinoa and rice
dishes. She also provides soups
such as tempeh chile and lentil
soup, which are self-serve in both
small and large sizes. She even
sells special naturally-sweetened
treats like sesame raisin cookies and chocolate Krispies. Her
homemade granola is one of the

restaurant's most popular products. Every first-time customer
gets a free gift just for walking in.
While Cadwell is no longer
a vegetarian, vegetarian cuisine
still makes up about 80 percent
of her diet. She keeps a garden on
the beach, where she gets some
of the produce for her store and
holds regular garden parties and
dinners to continue to promote
healthy, organic food.
"I have a sign," Cadwell said
with a smile, "that says, 'This is a
Judgment-Free, Worry-Free Hug
Zone.' I'll have to hang that back
up." With a passion for food and
a cause to promote, Cadwell continues to bring people together
everyday through her unique
and tasty dishes.
"Food is my life," Cadwell explained. "Food is my business."

Health in a Hurry
1891 Post Road, Fairfield
(203)254-5777
www.healthinahurry.net
Hours
Mon-Thurs: 9:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Friday: 9:00 a.m - 4:00 p.m.
Saturday: 9:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Closed Sundays
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Quick reads
for when you have downtime during the semester
but aren't quite ready to
tackle "Moby-Dick"
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"Sunday at Tiffany's," a romance novel by the bestselling
author James Patterson, depicts a lonely young protagonist named Jane, whose childhood loneliness was cured
by a handsome, kind boy named Michael. Nearly 20 years
after Michael departs, Jane, the successful yet still lonely
playwright, spies the familiar face from her childhood,
and the possibility of a happily ever after with her true
love becomes a reality. A sweet, refreshing romance novel told with simple language and an interesting premise,
"Sunday at Tiffany's" is a recommended easy read.

1
JAMES
PATTERSOU^
Sundays,at Tiffany's

BY EMILY KERT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Contributed Photo

Stephen Chbosky's "The Perks of Being a Wallfower" is a 1999 novel
narrated by a teenager who describes various scenes in his life by writing letters to an anonymous person. The story takes place in a Pittsburgh suburb during the early 1990s, when Charlie, the narrator, is
a high school freshman. Charlie is the story's wallflower, for he is an
unpopular individual who doesn't participate in school events, as well
as an unconventional thinker. Ranking third on the American Literary
Association's list of the top ten most frequently challenged books of
2009 for reasons including the book's treatment of drugs, homosexuality, sex and suicide, "The Perks of Being a Wallflower" doesn't shy away
from exploring controversial themes. After his friend commits suicide,
the misfit Charlie is trying to learn to restructure his life by befriending a group of older kids who introduce him to partying. This comingof-age story, which has been compared to "The Catcher in the Rye,"
explores the complicated issues of growing up in a unique, engaging
fashion.

Ellen Raskin's 1979 Newbery Medal winning novel, "The
Westing Game," focuses on the adventures of Sam Westing's 16 heirs as they attempt to unfold the secret behind
his death. The 16 heirs are mysteriously chosen to live in
the Sunset Towers apartment building to hear the millionaire Westing's will. The will divides the heirs into
eight pairs, giving each pair a different set of clues and
challenging them to figure out who murdered Westing.
Whoever solves the mystery will inherit Westing's $200
million fortune and his Westing Paper Products Company. The 16 engaging characters, as well as the underlying mystery and the clues provided to the heirs from the
song "America the Beautiful," make "The Westing Game"
a fun, interesting read for young adults and college students.
Contributed Photo
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Fairfield University Career Planning Center's weekly update.
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Send your thoughts to
info@fairfieldmirror.com.
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Editor Loan Le »info@fairfieldmirror.com

Because we could all use a
little advice now and then...
ssAnne,
I saw a really cute girl
at a party the other night,
but I had no idea how to
approach her. Is a party
even the best place to approach her? Will she even
remember my name? Miss
Anne, how do I properly
woo the ladies?
Sincerely,
A Distressed Darcy

Mr. Darcy,
There is good news for
you here. Fairfield University, like many universities
across the country, has a
higher number of females
than males. This should give
you at least a bit of a leg up
when searching for a potential young lady.
But, my young romantic, parties may be one of
the least desirable places to
meet someone. Most parties at this school involve
loud music, louder people,
and sweaty bodies. I won't
go on about how inebriated most party goers will
be. So to actually try and
have a memorable meeting with a young lady
or man can be almost
impossible at
most
parties thrown
by students.
It's time to
think of
the

This Day in History

unconventional. It's time to
take a chance and approach
someone with a clear mind.
Don't let alcohol and friends
act as crutches. If anything,
those excuses show weakness when trying to romance
anyone.
Where, my dear, can you
act in such a manner that it
is acceptable to approach a
young lady alone? The classroom is a place for learning,
but also acts as a place to
meet people with similar and
shared interests. So what
is a better place to be able
to meet someone? You will
seem intelligent and will be
confident in what you have
to say since you will be in
the environment you thrive
in. Meeting someone in a
class also provides plenty of
opportunity for a tete-a-tete
since you can meet to discuss an assignment or study
for a test. Chemistry will take
over from that point and you
will know if it's worthwhile.
The other day, while sitting idly in Einstein Bros.Bagels, I observed a scene
when I looked up
from my
read-

ing. A swarm of young women had congregated in Einstein's for their morning fix
of coffee, bagel and smear.
As I thought of the injustice of being surrounded by
all these squealing girls on
this early morning, I then
thought of my boyfriends
who would love this procession of females coiling
around each table. Another
thought occurred to me just
then: would my gendemen
friends even know how to
approach a young lady at this
fine bagel establishment?
So let me give you an
example of a better idea.
When waiting in line, since it
will take you a good ten minutes to get anywhere, take
the time to strike up a conversation with your neighbor. What you could learn in
ten minutes could earn you
great friends and someone
you could ask to see again.
Numbers can be exchanged,
mutual acquaintances can
be discovered and one's
favorite smear can be revealed.
My dear Mr. Darcy, I am
not here to give you advice
on how to bag a lady. If you

want that, ask an uncle or
something. His explanation
will be colorful and romanticized I am sure. But if you really want to meet someone, I
suggest taking the route less
traveled. Your meeting, unlike that at a party, can end
in a sweet embrace, not a
shirt covered in Jungle Juice
and your own vomit.
Real Talk,
Miss Anne

Send your questions to
askmissanne@gmail.com
Disclaimer: This is column
is for entertainment purposes only. The author is a
student, not a therapist, and
the column is not intended to
take the place of professional
advice. The views expressed
are those of the author and
do not necessarily reflect the
views of The Mirror and its staff
members.
Anna Wolk '13 Columnist
Loan Le ' 14 Editor

CHESS PUZZLE

1692. Giles Corey, later represented in Arthur
Miller's "The Crucible," is pressed to death in
Salem, Mass. after refusing to testify in the Salem
Witch trials.
1881. U.S. President James Garfield dies from
injuries suffered in a shooting two months earlier.

1946. The first Cannes Film Festival is held in
Cannes, France.

1952. Charlie Chaplin is banned from entering
the United States upon returning from England.

1981 • Simon & Garfunkel reunite for a free
concert in New York's Central Park.
1982. The first documented emoticons are
posted on the Carnegie Mellon University Bulletin Board system by computer scientist Scott
Fahlman.
1995. Terrorist Ted Kaczynski's manifesto is
published in both The New York Times and The
Washington Post,
1982. A terrorist bomb on UTA Flight 772 goes
off above the Tunuru Desert, Niger, killing 171 in
midair.

White can force black to give up its queen.
Can you figure out how?
Thought that was easy? Visit fuchess.org to get involved on
campus. Check back next week for the answer and another puzzle!
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
WATCH OUT FOR FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

What To Watch For

Senior Stag Spotlight

Wednesday- Volleyball at Siena, 7 p.m.

With Women's Soccer player Alii Walsh
Thursday- Field Hockey v. Holy Cross, 4 p.m.

Q. Who is your favorite professional athlete and why?
A. I love Serena Williams. I think she's amazing. For her to overcome being sick and everything and I got to see her this summer in the Olympics playing, so that was pretty cool.

Friday- Women's Soccer at Fordham, 7 p.m.

Q. What was your favorite TV show when you were growing up?

Saturday- Cross Country v. Leeber Invitational, 11 a.m.

A. I loved the "Rugrats."

Sunday- Men's Soccer v. Denver, 12:30 p.m.

Q. When you were a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up?
A. When I was little I wanted to be a professional soccer player as always. But I really
wanted to do something with writing, because I really love English, so something along those
lines.

Monday- Mens Golf at Hartford Hawks Invitational
Tuesday- No games.

Q.If you were a superhero what power would you want to have?
A.To fly ... I guess that would be kind or cool.

»

Q. What is something about you that would surprise people?
A. I used to live in London.

Q.What does your pregame meal consist of?
A.. I usually have definitely peanut butter included and then probably an English Muffin or
something like that.

Q. What are you most excited about for the rest of the season?
A. I'm just really excited for MAACs to start playing. That's when our season really counts
and I really want to win this year, considering it's my last. And we really want the team to do
well and everything too.

Q. What is the greatest piece of advice you have ever gotten?
A. 1 guess it would be from my dad that you really have to work hard for everything that you
get and it just doesn't come easy, so I have to have a really strong work ethic.
IIIHflBBHHBHHHUBHBEHSEEHHH^

We're On Facebook!
Check our Fairfield Mirror Sports on Facebook to see
more pictures from the sporting events on campus!

By The Numbers
20
2
15

Women's Soccer goalkeeper
Veronica Saez
has made 20
saves this season but only allowed one goal

Men's Soccer's
Tim West scored
the winner
against Long
Island, two minutes into overtime

Cross Country's
Howie Rosas
was the first Stag
across the line
in 15th, with a
personal best of
25:59:99

Quote of the Week
"I thought we may have struggled a little bit, every now and then.
But I think that people picked up for the people that were struggling,"

-Kara Reis in "Volleyball Stays Hot" on pg. 20

ur 2012-2013 3x5 Columnists
Jen Calhoun,Tom Shea
and Michael O'Keeffe.
Because they like to
talk ... Sports.

You've been living with
your roommates for two
weeks now ...how are
you guys holding up?

Volleyball won their seventh straight game. How
long do you think they
can keep it up?

Week two of the NFL is
over. How'd your team
do?

After spending the weekend on Bellarmine retreat
alone in the creepy Cabin
13 with two of my roommates, we're doing really
well, and thankful to be
alive... super spooky.

>t to say they're
going to win out the rest
of the season. Pick to win
the MAAC this year, and
they're gonna roll through
the competition and never
look back

Matty Ice coming
clutch for the Falcons. In
entire summer and didn't
case you didn't celebrate
even make $2000. Huge
the win (which you should props to the Cross Country
have) sounds like our
team for being able to raise
running back celebrated
that kind of money, and for
enough for all of us.
such a good cause!

Although there is an
unknown smell coming
from our fridge, we have
bonded well with some
intense dance battles
playing Just Dance 3.

The Jets showed huge poVolleyball digging in
deep and killing it! There's tential after week 1 and then
reminded us they were the
something special about
this year's team that's go- same old Jets Sunday. Need
to get God back on our side,
ing to help them capture
what has eluded them for bring on Tebow!
too long!

Just ask the peer conduct
board that question. They
got to know most of us
pretty well.

They're heading up to Loudonville to take on Siena and
a certain creepy midget who
just got hired by his former
rival, so hopefully at least
one more game.

iiiii—
JEN CAXHO0N
SPORTS EDITOR

MICHAEL
O'KEEFFE
THE MATE

TOM SHEA
ASSISTANT
SPORTS EDITOR

Mike Vick has twice as
many INTs as TDs, the
starting center just went
out with a season ending
injury, and the rest of the
o-line couldn't look any
worse. But hey, they're 2-0.

Cross Country has raised
over $2,000 for Breast
Cancer... thoughts on
their charity run?

Stags looking pretty in
pink! Get out and show
your support for them and
cancer on Saturday at 11
a.m.

It's great, everyone should
get out t) lere and stipport
them, a'iMl rock the pink
I'd wear pink, but me in
pink looks like Jigglypuff
after it ate a homeless
man.

Einstein Bros, had their
grand opening Monday.
What's your favorite thing
on the menu?

they take dining dollars I'm
going to be getting a lot more
chocolate chip bagels to
make up for the years that my
mom wouldn't let me have

chocolate for breakfast...:{
I've only had the strawberry
banana smoothie and cookies, so I would have to say the
cookies and strawberry and
banana smoothie. All of it
looks top notch though.
Pretty sure The Mate and I
have had the same Einstein
diet. Difference is that he's a
Division 1 athlete who then
works out after he eats the
cookies, and I usually take a
nap.
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This Week In Stag Country
BY JEANNINE NOCERA
STAFF WRITER

BY STEVEN VISSICHELLI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Field Hockey
The team played two games
this weekend, competing against
Saint Louis and Michigan. For the
first game against Saint Louis on
Friday, the Stags played great defense as well as offense, leaving
the game scoreless until the 21st
minute.
Junior Nikki McLucas scored
with a great assist from Kaitlyn
Taddeo '15. With magnificent
saves from Maddy Sposito '13, the
Stags were able to win 1-0, giving
them their fifth straight win.
Unfortunately after their
strong performance, the Stags lost
to 23rd-ranked Michigan,with a
score of 5-0.

Cross Country
Men's and women's cross
country competed in the 18th annual Br. John "Paddy" Doyle Iona
college meet of champions at Van
Cordandt Park on Saturday.
The men's team placed eighth
overall and the women's team
finished in seventh. The fastest
time ever recorded by a Fairfield
runner at this venue was set by
Howie Rosas '14 with a time of
25:59:99, which was good enough
for 15th overall.
Sophomore Maureen Crimmins had an impressive time of
23:30:89 for the women's team

and was the first Stag to cross the
finish line.
The Stags were able to raise
over $2,000 for breast cancer
awareness. Fairfield's next race
will be on Sept. 22 when it hosts
the 36th Annual Fr. Victor F. Leeber invitational on campus.
Come support the Stags
as they raise money for a great
cause.

Women's Soccer
This past Friday, the Stags
played in their third consecutive double-overtime game at the
University of Maine.
The Stags weren't able to
capture the victory but instead
settled for their second straight
0-0 draw of the year.
Rookie goalie Veronica Saez
had another outstanding performance in net holding Maine
to zero goals and stopped a career best nine shots. With this
performance Veronica Saez was
able to capture MAAC Rookie-ofthe-week for the second straight
week.
She has allowed just one goal
and has 20 saves so far this season. The Stags will try and keep
up their longest unbeaten streak
this Friday when they travel to
Fordham for a game at 7 p.m.

Men's Golf
Fairfield University en's golf
finished sixth at the Rutgers Fall
Invitational. After three days of
competition the Stags were able
to score a combined score of 896,
which was only 22 strokes behind

USC Upstate, who ended up being the champions.
Sophomore Ricky Dowling
had an amazing performance in
which included 35 pars across
54 holes and also added an outstanding 8 birdies and finished
with only 217 strokes. Dowling
was able to finish in fourth place
at the Fall invitational.
Senior Scott Rainuad and
Patrick Lynch '15 both shot 227
and tied in a respectable 29th
place tie. Fairfield's next tournament is September 24-25 when
they participate at the Hartford
Hawks invitational at Bulls Bridge
Golf Course.

Women's Golf
Women's golf was able to
place seventh at the Dartmouth
Women's invitational, which was
held September 15-16 at Hanover
Country Club.
The Stags shot 323-319 with
a score of 642 in 36 holes. Senior Elly Lemons was the leader
amongst the Stags with a great
score of 157 and shooting 79-78.
Freshman Olivia Brookes
however wasn't far behind her
teammate with a score of 160
and was able to tie in 27th place
at this event. Freshman Michelle
Applegate played in her first college tournament and finished in
49h place and had a great score of
80 in the second round.
Fairfield gets back on the
course October 5-6 when they
compete at the Rutgers Fall invitational and then finish up their
fall portion of their schedule at
the Bobcat invitational on October 22-23.

Contributed Photo

Junior Howie Rosas runs for the Stags this season

Contributed Photo

Junior Nikki McLucas in control of the ball for the Stags this season.

Contributed Photo

Mens and women's golf both had great showings at their respective tournaments this weekend.
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INCHES AWAY

Jeannine Nocera/ The Mirror

Junior Matt Danaher takes a throw in for the Stags against Northeastern University on Saturday night. Danaher had one of the best scoring opportunities of the first half of play.
BY JEN CAIHOUN
SPORTS EDITOR

Heartbreaking.
For the Fairfield University men's soccer team (3-20), as well as their loyal fans,
the only way to describe the
1-0 loss to Northeastern (4-10) on Saturday night is heartbreaking.
With only 1:32 to play in
the second overtime period,
Northeastern's Terence Carter finished off a cross from a
teammate that just went out of
reach of goalkeeper Michael
O'Keeffe '13.
The game went into overtime in a 0-0 deadlock with
both teams having decent
chances to get a goal on the
board.
The Stags' best chance of
the first half, when in the 26th
minute, defender Matt Danaher '14 ripped a shot from the
right corner of the box that
was deflected. The ball ended
up back at Danaher's feet who
took another shot, but was

stopped by Northeastern's
keeper, Dylan Faber.
In the second half, the
Stags outshot the Huskies 5-2,
with one of the best efforts
coming from Daniel Shaw '14
who attempted a bicycle kick
on the box, which didn't end
up troubling Faber in the
net.
Heading into overtime,
Fairfield looked more likely to
score the game winner, and
ended the first period with
three shots, two coming on
headers from Jordan Ayris '15
and Adam Cowen'13 off of set
plays.
Unfortunately for the
Stags, Carter was able to put
the ball into the back of the
net in the 109th minute, and
put an end to the hopes of the
Stags coming away with the
win.
It wasn't the first
time that Northeastern
had
won their game
in such dramatic fashion.

Of the five games that Northeastern has played this season,

three went to double overtime
with Northeastern getting the
game winner in the period.
All is not lost for the Stags,
who put out a good showing
against the Huskies.
"I thought we played very
well today. I think we adapted
well as the game went on... we
passed the ball around and we
played some nice soccer for
the majority of the game," said
Head Coach Carl Rees.
The Stags have been getting better as the season has
gone on. In their five games to
date, the Stags have taken 42
shots, 27 coming within the
last two games. They took
15 shots in their 2-1 victory over Long Island University on Wednesday,
in which Reco

McLaren '14 and
Tim West '15 scored
the goals.

However the team is still
steadily improving.
"We need to be more fluid on attack. We need to take
our chances when they arise
... And our set pieces need to
be more effective. We're not
capitalizing on our set pieces,"
said Rees.
Rees also said that the defense has been very effective
at the opening of the season,
conceding "minimal goals"
with only three scored against
them thus far.
Now the team will go back
to work an get ready to travel
to New Mexico for the weekend to play nationally ranked
University of New Mexico on
Friday and University of Denver on Sunday.
"New Mexico may be the
best team that we see all season long," said Coach Rees.
The Stags have four games
left before they begin MAAC
conference play. They'll look
to perfect their play before
they set out to defend their
MAAC regular season tide.

Jeannine Nocera/ The Mirror

Senior Adam Cowen takes a free kick for Fairfield against Northeastern University on Saturday night. Cowen and the rest of his defense have put in strong performances week after week.
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Volleyball stays hot

Stags sweep MAAC opening weekend

Crystal Rodriguez/The Mirror

The Stags huddle up before their game against Manhattan on Sunday. Bottom Left: Marzik '16 goes for a kill. Bottom right: Romansky '14 sets up a teammate.
BY TOM SHEA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Fairfield volleyball team
extended its winning streak to
seven games over the weekend,
defeating conference rivals St.
Peter's and Manhattan at Alumni
Hall.
*3*w»»-.,>-, . •*„-mt
In the first game on Saturday,
the Stags dominated St. Peter's
for most of the game, en route to
a 3-0 victory over the Peacocks.
With the score tied at nine apiece
in the first set, Fairfield went on
an 8-0 run, with Carsen Mata '15
getting two service aces and a
kill. The Stags would go on to win
the set 25-18.
Aided by an 8-0 start, the
Stags cruised to a 25-12 win in
the second set. In the third, Brianna Dixion '13 had seven of her
14 kills and scored 8 points for
Fairfield, as they pulled away to
win 25-18. The Stags are now 3310 all-time against the Peacocks,
the third-most victories against
any opponent for the team.
Sunday afternoon's game
against Manhattan was not nearly as one-sided as the St. Peter's
match. Fairfield defeated the Jas-

pers 3-1 in a game that featured
37 tie scores and 20 lead changes.
The Stags found themselves
trailing by five mid-way through
the first set but battled back to
take the lead, and the third kill
of the game for Hayley Moyer
'14 gave the Stags the 27-25 win.
Fairfield got out to a large lead in
the second set, going up 17-10,
but Manhattan rallied back and
was within two points of capturing the set before Fairfield called
timeout.
"I think sometimes they just
get a little tight," said Assistant
Coach Sarah Grella about why
they lost the lead so quickly. "I
think they try to overcompensate
sometimes, and they try to do
more than they should."
Coming out of the timeout,
the Stags capitalized on some
Manhattan mistakes, and Dixion
tallied three more kills earning
Fairfield the 30-28 victory in the
set.
After dropping the third set
25-23, Fairfield was in danger of
dropping another, as they were
down 14-17 in the fourth. But
Camille Coffey '15 served six

consecutive points, giving the
momentum back to the Stags for
good, winning the fourth and final set 25-19.
Senior Kara Reis led the team
with 27 digs on Sunday. "I think
the reason we came back and
had such a good push at the end
was because we can look to each
other, and trust in each other that
we'll make those things happen,"
said Reis.
Reis, who moved within 100
digs of the all-time Fairfield record over the weekend, was also
glad to see the team work hard
to win a match in which nothing
came easy.
"I thought we may have
struggled a little bit, every now
and then. But I think that people
picked up for the people that were
struggling," said Reis. "I think that
we eventually worked really hard
and it resulted in a win that was
really good for us."
Grella was pleased with the
way that the team fought, even
through some low points in the
game. "We knew it was going to
be a battle, we knew they weren't
going to back off," she said. "I
think we didn't do the best job of

remaining consistent throughout
the whole match, but we pushed
when we needed to, so I think
that made the difference."
"Our passing wasn't great tonight, and that's one of the things
that's usually right on, so we just
have to go into practice and work
on the things that weren't so
great today."
One bright spot for the Stags
was the play of Lindsay Weaver
'15. The sophomore had 19 kills
over the weekend, including a 13
kill effort on Sunday, to go along
with a career high seven blocks.
"I've been trying to come
into every single practice playing 100 percent, I really struggled
with that last year," said Weaver.
"I never really came into practice
with the mindset "That's how I
need to play in a game'."
"I think we're a team that
will come up from little lulls like
the ones that we had today. It
would be really nice to actually
stomp on some teams, instead of
having to... come back from such
a [large] deficit."
Junior Rachel Romansky recorded her fifth and sixth doubledoubles of the season, totaling 91

assists and 29 digs for the weekend, including a season high 54
assists on Sunday.
Not only have the Stags won
seven straight games, but most of
those contests haven't even been
close. Four of those seven games
have been shutouts for Fairfield,
and the Stags have only dropped
four total sets since the beginning of September.
The Stags remain undefeated
at home this season at 3-0, and
hold a tremendous home court
advantage over the last couple
of seasons. In the last six regular seasons, Fairfield is 56-7 in
Alumni Hall, and it's only more
dominant against MAAC opponents. Since 2003, Fairfield
is 64-5 against conference foes
at home, and have lost back-toback games at Alumni Hall only
once during that span.
The Stags head out for a long
road trip starting Wednesday, as
they take on Siena in Loudonville. They will then play against
Iona, Marist, Rider, and Loyola
all on the road, before returning
to Alumni Hall on Oct. 6 to take
on Siena.

